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changes with age in students’ misconceptions of decimal ... - changes with age in students’
misconceptions of decimal numbers vicki steinle submitted in total fulfilment of the requirements of the degree
of doctor of philosophy march, 2004 department of science and mathematics education the university of
melbourne . abstract this thesis reports on a longitudinal study of students’ understanding of decimal notation.
over 3000 students, from a ... ‘sensing’: supporting student understanding of decimal ... - studies to
represent the range of decimal misconceptions common to students within the age group. data were collected
from case study student interviews, 15 lesson changes withage in students' conceptions ofdecimal
notation - many students have misconceptions which remain with them even to year 10. in in this study, the
term "decimals" will refer to "decimal fractions" and "fractions" detection and remediation of decimal
misconceptions - detection and remediation of decimal misconceptions vicki steinle university of melbourne
this paper will report on the findings from a large-scale longitudinal study of decimal misconceptions by
understanding decimals: the path to expertise - the incidence by age of the various misconceptions
about decimal notation is reported in steinle and stacey (1998) using cross-sectional data. the longer-is-iarger
category decreases from grade 5 ... steinle, v. (2004). detection and remediation of decimal ... - nor do
these problems disappear with age: putt ( 1995) found various difficulties with decimals in his sample of preservice teachers. as did stacey. helme. steinle. baturo, irwin and bana (2001 this paper will report some of the
findings from a large-scale longitudinal study of decimal misconceptions conducted from 1995 to 1999 in
melbourne. over three thousand students completed nearly ten ... epistemic trust and education: effects
of informant ... - epistemic trust and education: effects of informant reliability on student learning of decimal
concepts kelley durkin and patrick shafto rutgers university–newark the epistemic trust literature emphasizes
that children’s evaluations of informants’ trustworthiness affects learning, but there is no evidence that
epistemic trust affects learning in academic domains. the current study ... misconceptions in numbers ugrueu - misconceptions often result from a lack of feel of multiplication or division by decimals. it gets bigger
when i multiply and smaller when i divide many problems with decimal numbers stem from facts learned or
perceived when working with student agency and game-based learning: a study comparing ... - called
decimal point, which was designed based on theory and evidence about common student misconceptions [8]
in a study involving more than 150 middle school students, decimal point led to signiﬁcantly more learning and
was self- developing students’ understanding of the concept of ... - being strongly connected with the
student’s previous concepts. on the other hand, some other misconceptions may result from “the absence of
some actually essential detail of the knowledge-scheme which has been overlooked in the design of the
teaching material” (p. 2). therefore, certain misconceptions may also be related to instructional constraints
which may result in students ... why is learning fraction and decimal arithmetic so difficult? - roughly
age 12 or 13 years. indeed, inhelder and piaget’s (1958) classic book on development of indeed, inhelder and
piaget’s (1958) classic book on development of formal operations placed great emphasis on this type of
reasoning, using tasks such as balance using everyday knowledge of decimals to enhance
understanding - 402 using everyday knowledge of decimals these decimal fractions at hiebert's (1985) site 1,
the meaning of 1.5 and 0.1 indi- vidually, and site 3, the meaning of the sum, she would not have held this
belief. c:documents and settingsdalle - it is very important to recognize student misconceptions and to reeducate students to correct mathematical thinking. although the results apply more to children younger than
high school age, ginsburg [1977]
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